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VoL. XLII.

DECEMBER, 1915.

AN INSTINCT.
Templ,e Snelling, '19.
When purple mist i falling,
And dusky bats ari e,
And katydids are culling
To gently darkening • kies,
The gleaming firefly, waking,
Then parkle through the mist,
And darts away in darkness
To hun a dimpled fi t.
Youth wills to gra ·p such brightness,
o filled with unknown powers,
Tbat he may pass with lightnes:;
The dreary, darkening hours.
The burning sun arises,
The birds trill their delight;
With rapturou , new surpri e ,
Mankind re umes it fight;
While in the noi y tumult
Of labor, heat, and strife,
The task alone that's measured
Appears to count in life.
A man beset with sorrow
Is groping for a light
To guide throughout the morrow
His stumbling steps aright.
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A FAIR EXCHANGE.
Moses Gellman, '17.
OBIA
PATRICK HAG
, alias Pat or Toby
Hagan, wa. born of poor, but dishon t par nt .
Thus, from the tart, be labored under a handicap,
which, incid ntally, he never overcam . He, no
doubt, inherited the in tinct of a politician, for now t th
age of fourteen, h wa the rev red command r-in-chi f of a
ragged regiment which hailed from Kelly' alley, and which
held in subjection the gang in the vicinity. In .pite of
his ucce s in war-like activitie , he lacked the fundat ntal ·
of polite behavior. He was a street flower, thriving unattended,
and without watering-his face and hand . Becau of Toby '
ignorance of the commandment , e pecially the eighth, the
Italian fruit vender of his neighborhood uff red financially
from the lo s of hi ware .
Times were hard. Even if the calamity howlers of the
country blamed it on the Admini tration 1 time:,; were hard anyhow. Wall-Street broker complained, but still they could f cd
their motor cars gasoline. Ea t Side complained, too, but who
was to feed its ma es?
Tobias P. Hagan awoke hungry. He had a faint recollection
of having eaten something the morning before, and then all el e
was void. As he sat up in bis bunk, rubbing hi eye , yawning,
it dawned upon him that summary action must be taken, and,
after a few minutes of hasty, but thoughtful meditation, he
started out to extricate himself from his ea of culinary troubles .
At the corner was a fruit-stand. He stopped. The proprietor's back was turned, the apples were there, and in a cond
one apple bad strayed from it fold into the ravenous hands of
little Toby.
The next stop was Kelly's alley, headquarter.. There he
was greeted by his host of followers. Toby went one better
than the great Napoleon; he knew all of his men by their first,
last, and nick names.
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"IIi, Tip! Hello, Hog-Eye, Blinkey! Howd'ye, 1Iike,
Lefty, kinny! '
"Hi, Toby!" th y an. wered in reverential tone .
"Who' got a tump?"
ix hand quickly held out piece.· of much-used cigarette . ,
gather cl here and there from the gutter:-. Toby elected the
longe. tone.
" ay, Blinkey, chase me a match, will you?" And traightway Blinkey Lewi ambled off to obey order:s.
" ome here, Tip, ol<l boy. I wanna talk wid you," aid
Toby, of one of the crowd, a . kinny, freckled-face lad, whose
lifele , wan face and unken eye betray d in uflici nt feeding
and an exce of cigarette tump . The two boy moved into a
doorway, and there began formulating a cheme whereby a
good meal could be r alized.
ow, li ten here, Tip; you know I git more'n you, 'cau e
I'm the 'riginator of di here bu 'inc . You ju t git a tin cup,
and leave the re t to me. Don't fergit, now; be there at ten."
' AU right, bo," an wered Tip to hi captain; "I'll be there."
Toby took leave of hi gang, an<lwent straightway to entral
Park. Ther he heroically et out to copy the sign from Blind
he at innocently mu·ing there in the bade.
Joe's hat,
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
ated upon the lower tep of the Fourth-street post-office
were two ragged little boy , one blind, holding a battered tin cup
in his right hand, and hanging around bi neck a ign like this:

PL:H:S3:H:H:LP
TH:3: HLI D. THA KS.
The other, the spoke man, petitioned every pa er-by to "Plea e
help me poor, blind brudder."
"Yessum, lady, ever since he wa t'rce years old, roam,"
answered the un-blind one to a kind old lady, who had inquired
how long hi poor little brother had been blind.
"Thank you, sir. No, sir, he can't hear neither, and he's
dumb too." This time an elderly man was the inquisitor. And
so, during the hour that they sat there, the length of the blind
one's affliction ranged from one to six and eight years. Verily,
'twas a pitiful sight to behold.
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Their ucce wa du either to the sorrmvful countonnnr :
that th y wor , or that the pa r -by w r unu . ually g ncrou
thi morning. When coll ction r a hed the price of a good m •al
for two they aro e and , tart d away th on I a ding th oth r
to hi home.
"Gee whiz, boy; how much?" impatiently a kcd the junior
partn r.
' Don't ru h m , Tip. Wait 'til I count it,'' an.·werrd Toby
Hagan.
" ix bit ! eventy-five
nt ! ay, Tip, I git forty-five
cent and you gits thirty. You know th bargain w made at
fir t," aid Toby.
"All right, bo; we won't argu ."
The deal was all straightened out b tw en the b o partners,
and Toby went away to apperu e hi growing appetite.
A Toby was about to ent r a cheap lunch-room on E ·.. ·
treet he heard a low, sniffing cry about five feet from the door.
He turned around, and saw tanding, with face a ain. t th hou ,
a ragged little urchin.
"" 'hat' matter, kid," asked Toby, a. he came up to tlw
thinly-clad figure of a small boy. "Aw, top y r crying, and tell
me yer trouble. I'm wid y , ain't I?"
The boy seemed a sured of Toby' · confidence, and straightway, amid sobbing and stammering, told a sad story.
"Me mud-mudder'
sick, and I-I-lo
-t the money I had
to git the medicine wid. Mc mudder's real ick, too." He
ended in a bawl that was threatening to come out all during his
pcech.
"Well, don't cry about it. Ain't I wid ye?"
Toby felt the money in hi pocket, and looked in through
the lunch-room window, where the cook was performing some very
startling aerial manceuvers while frying an gg.
"Say, kid, how much doyen ed?" inquired Tohy.
"Forty-forty-five
cents," answered the boy, and started
crying anew.
"Forty-five cents," repeated Toby.
He fumbled in bis pocket, and thought: Assets, forty-five
cents; liabilities, among many, a prodigious appetite. An appa-
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QUAINT FAMILIES I HAVE SEEN.
L., '17.

D

N a little, out-of-the way village, with a store or two, deal.ing
in all sort of commodities, with a small, but nthusia. tic school, and with two or three truggling churchc ,
i the home of one of the most intere ting families I have
een. I ometime wonder if intere t i a con tant quantity, or
if it varies with the inten ity of the intere t of the ob erver at
the moment. At all event , I found tbi family intere ting.
It was a beautiful afternoon in late autumn. Indeed, the
leaves had fallen so long before that they no longer "ru tled to
the rabbit's tread," and the snow that bad fallen and melted
had turned the road and meadow into a half-frozen mud. Overhead, the sky was clear and fresh. The sun shone with unu ual
brightness, and now and then a flock of now-birds flitted by.
As we approached the home of the family in question, I
was struck with the neatness and artistic beauty of the out ide
of the home. Set by itself in a pleasant lot, with shade trees
growing into respectable size, and hemmed in with flower , bu hes,
and shrubbery, stood the cottage. It was newly built, and set
at an angle which gave it the homiest appearance.
We were met at the door by our hostess, and welcomed,
with quiet gravity, into the small, but well-furnished hall. There
stood the tall mirror, with hat and coat rack combined. From
the hall opened three doors and the stairway leading to the second
story. We were ushered into the pleasant living-room. Greatpaned windows let in floods of light as long as the light of day
lasted. Then, as the shadows gathernd and day faded, the light
of the open fire became more marked, and shed its rays abroad.
By the faint and wierd flickerings of this fire, we could make out
the furnishings of the room. Everything was of the finest woods,
and arranged in the finest taste. The color scheme was quiet
and pleasing, being of mahogany, with touches of light here
and there.
The hostess excused herself, and returned to the kitchen, to
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ee to th pr parn.tion of dinner. How pleasant everything
seemed, and how home-like! Yet I mark d, with a little tinge
of r gr t, the fact that ev ry chair wa et at ju t uch an angle;
that the drugg t lay in p rf ct repo. e, without a wrinkle; that
the va ·e of chry~anthemum tood on th beautiful centre-piece
ns if plac d th re by the hand of an artist, and that ven the
andirons and poker be ·id the fire-place were placed as ii to Le
, e n, but not u. eel. Ye , even the 'lick in the fire w re luid
if ·ome loving dryad had placed, with care, the rewith ord r
main of hi' hallowed home. The whole room looked like
the hrine of omc ancient cl ity that had not been used ·ince it
early inhabitant had pa~. cd from the realm of reality; or like I
imagine the interior of the tomb of ome ancient monarch
afterward, had it not been for
might have looked centuri
ravage and decay. In tinctively I thought of Egypt and the
Pyramid:, and of that fairy cave to which the key-flower admitted
the h pherd of th olden time . I dare not move the chair where
I at, le ·t the movement ·bould cli:;turb the equilibrium of the
whole, and call forth a rebuke from the nymph which I felt ure
was watching near. I have een in catalogues pictures of furni bed rooms with advertised suit s of furniture, made in several
color~, of which tbi room reminded me.
I wa, disturbed from thi reverie by the voice of the ho te ,
who had come in and taken her eat near the fire. She chatted
of many things-of the work of her hu band, who had not yet
come home; of the long drive he had to take in the pur uit of his
bu ine , and of the experiences he often met with on bad roads
or in bitter weather. Then she drifted on to the events of town,
and the latest parties, who gave them, what was done, and of
the petty gos ip which attended each. In short, the conversation,
polished to perfection as it was, impre ed me with the unconquerable feeling that she was talking becau e ocial custom
and law demanded that be should entertain her gue ts in that
way . As if talking were the only way one might be entertained!
I could not keep my mind from wandering. I was not interested
one bit in the go sip about the neighbor , none of whom I had
ever seen or known. As an act of courte y, I forced myself to
listen and nod my bead in approval, and, when the tendency
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to yawn became irre i tibl , I drew out my handkerchief and
pretended to be bru hing off a mite of dust, which never could
have lived in that spotless room. And I answer d back-but
without pirit. My talk mu t have eemed as empty to her as
her did to me. I mu t have made the iropre ion of being exceedingly stale, while she impressed me as being equally a shallow.
The day was only saved by the pre ence of the other gue t,
who had more ability to talk after that fashion, and oon I lap ed
into silence, and let them talk back and forth. I became the
interested (?) third party.
Pre ently she excused her elf once more, with the u ual
excu e about the maid being ick, or going to a funeral, or having
her day off, or some such matter of importance. I breathed a
sigh of relief, and for several moments neither of us poke. When
we did we made no mention of the surroundings. It was useless
for either to mention that of which we were so oppre sively conscious. So we spoke of other matters of mutual intere t. At
last my companion ventured the curious question as to whether
there were any children in the home. Thus far we had seen none.
Children! in that atmosphere! Do they keep squirrels behind
the cut-glass counter? Are there minnows in the aquarium of
the wealthy, or sparrows in the cages of costly parrots and tropical
beauties? Or do we expect to find roses and lilies in Iceland?
No, no, there were surely no children in that home. Then we
lapsed into silence once more. It was more expre sive.
Presently the sound of di tant chimes was heard, like the
fairy tinkle of myriads of elfin choirs. Over and over it sounded,
growing nearer and louder, until it burst forth in a flood of charming music as the door was thrown open. The hostess stood in
the doorway, beckoning with perfect grace for us to follow her
to the dining-room. There we met her husband, who had ju t
come in and had time to dress for dinner. And there, to our
utter astonishment, were two children-one about ten and
one about six, both girls. I caught myself wondering inwardly
whose children should be visiting in this home. But I was being
told that these were "our children," and there was what might
have been, in some past generation, a touch of maternal pride
in the tone of the mother. It was gone now, though-cultivated into something finer.
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The table was pure mahogany, poli hcd like a mirror.
There was no tab! cloth to hide it beauty, but, in tead, score
of beautifully-embroid ered mat' and doilies protected, while
they did not hit!e, the parkle of it urface. From the handful
of silver catter d carefully and accurately about my place, I
sought for the mo t proper-looking weapon to attack each separate
viand as it was ;erved me. I felt sure that thi bewildering display of plendor wa for no other purpo e than to give the displayer the opportunity of smiling inwardly at the confu ion of
is,
the suffering gue t. Truly it was a splendid upper-that
Instead,
eat.
to
anything
it would have been had there been
we nibbled thi., and took a whiff of the odor of that; I do not
know the names of anything we ate--even the bread was something el e, and the potato wa "pormne de terre," or some such name.
I gave up then, and mentally classed all as grub to eat, incense
for the god , or bouquets for the admiration merely.
The meal was over, at last, and we retired once more to the
shrine from who e acred precincts we had emerged to partake
of that fairy repast. The mi tre s of that domain, with many
apologies, admitted the children to the living-room with us,
while he di ·po cd of the dinner di hes. Deep in my soul I was
glad that he was not half as sorry to permit this desecration a
she declared herself to be-had he been she would never have
allowed it.
I have seen a cloud-burst come down on the trackle s prairies
with wind and gushes of water, and transform the dry and baked
plain into a flood of surging water within an hour; I have seen
the warm sun break in a snow-bank, and turn it into a stream
of cold water in a short time; I have seen the bud burst forth into
beauty, and the trees of the orchard turn from dark and naked
limbs into magnificent showers of beauty and fragrance; but
never have I een a transformation more complete, more startling,
and more refreshing than was wrought by those two mites of
children while their mother performed her duties in the other
part of the house.
The rug was turned up in ten seconds, and every chair was
turned upside down or all the way around. Several flowers
were pulled from the vase, and scattered with cruel and ruthless
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band about the floor. From the mo t un u pccting place to
of every description wer r urrectecl and thrown with utt r
abandon in every po ture. Doll tood on their head , or lay
crumpled in a heap. A little wagon, ·with one wheel gone, lay
on one end, and a toy cannon point d from behind tbi impoveri bed brea twork at the terrified form of a doll, who arm were
thrown above its head in a po turc of surr nd r. Everything
wa chaos, con.fusion,and-life!
The mother came in, and, horrified at what he aw began
to excu e the children's lack of manner . he as ured u that
she had in tructed them not to act o-but it eemed they had
forgotten a soon a her back wa turned. I thanked all the
lucky tar in the firmament for the hortne of childhood'
memory, and hoped that it would never grow longer in that
respect.
The hostess started once more her ramble of ociety and
talk, but was fortunately interrupted by a cbildi h que tion,
and an urgent appeal to "look." The host smoked contentedly;
he was evidently used to it, and did not care. The poor mother
became almost de perate at the antic of the next generation,
and when one of them actually climbed into my companion's
lap she almost fainted. But he assur d her that he liked children,
and, before she knew it, we had both taken leave of our decorum,
and the two children and the two visitors amused themselves
with stories on the one hand and questions on the other. At
la t the mother, in distraction, carried the children off to bed.
When he was gone I yawned tremendously, and even ventured
a mild stretch. Our host took the hint, and showed us to our
room, and my friend and I have had many a quip and joke over
bow we vanquished our hostess that night.
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REVERIES OF A POET.
J. W. G., '18.
The heart that know the keene t plcruurc
I the heart that beat· to mca ure,
Beating in a drum-like time,
To om poet's runic rhyme.
1arried to immortal verse,
The hungry oul doth now rehear e
Plea ures that have caught the eye
Of ome bard or poet high.
inging in a mirthful train
Of the heaven' un-ki ed rain,
1eadow pied with dai ies bright,
And the morning's ombre light;
inging of the azure blue,
And the un et's golden hue,
tealing o'er the ocean wide,
ow resting on the foam-tos ed tide;
And of the un hine through the rain,
Dappling summer fields of grain
With colors varied, red and brown,
That stream from out the rainbow's round.
Now chanting in a lightsome air,
ature, passing fair,
Of Mother
As the poet Caedmon sung
Wben the earth and sky were young;
Who sang of how the birds and bees
Founded homes in tufted trees,
And how the grey squirrel built its nest
On the rough oak's gnarled breast,
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And the blue-bird's piping hrill
Winged his call o'er dale and hill,
'Till the vault of heaven ring,
To the echo, pring! 'ti pringl
inging, too, of things above,
Of b aven's glory, God'· great love,
Where the treets are paved with gold
And et with rubie manifold;
And how that cry tal tream of pearl
Flow from heaven, round the world,
Cleansing souls from sin, with truth,
That must precede eternal youth.
Thus the bright angelic choir,
Accompanied by the harp and lyre,
Sing their ceaseles , endle ong,
Praising Him, omnipotent, strong.
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A COWARDLY CRIME.

~
m

E. E. Norlhen, '17.

th fourth day of June, in 1865, two young nwn might
ha,·e l n i-e n plodding along n certain dusty road in
close ob.·<'rver would have
the Valley of Yirginia.
notic d that they W<'reyoung, and yet there was that
about them which unm.istakahly marked them a. men of cxperienc , and they bore thcm.'<'lve. with a sort. of courage better
uit d to matur manhood than to youth. ~ ~either wa more
than twenty y ar of age, but on their tattered gray uniform
were the in. ignia of rank-one wa a raptain and the other a
their conver. ation would have been ,ufficient
ergeant-and
to identify th m • s a part of that army which had fought long
after hop had fail d them, and yielclC'uonly "·hen it was clear
that hope would com no more. Though they spoke of the
dreadful cene' through which they had recently pa:ssed, there
wa no gloom re ting on them; al though they bad struggled and
lot, they were too full of young life to be morosc.
About them now are ~·cene familiar from their earlicst days.
OIT to their left lie the rolling land of the Valley, with North
Mountain in the distance, and to their right is that eternal haze
which give the name to the Blue Ridge.
They approached the village of Ne,vmarket, and passed
through it almost de erted streets, and then the youngcr spokefor m mories of that childhood which seemed so far away had
cau ed a ilence to fall on them as they entered the village.
"Well, Tom, there's old Mas anutton. The war hasn't
changed that, at any rate."
'' I've ju t been thinking, Henry, of that old trail we u ed
to follow on the mountain when we were boys. How long ago it
seem!"
"We won't have much time now for tramping over the
mountain. W 've got to get down to work. You know your
father lo t hi arm at Gettysburg, and mine contracted rheumatism at Point Lookout before he escaped. So we'll have to
take their places and build up the farms again."
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"I expect mo t of the people have changed. Our fri nd
are all grown now, and there' no time for play."
"You mean tho e that are there; but mo t of the boy have
been in the army, and many of them have b en killed. I "uppo e
we'll find mo t of the girl till there-your
1ildred, at any rate."
' Henry, I never wanted to ee anybody as bad in my life
as I want to ee Mildred. Dear little Millie, how I hated to
leave her! I'm going to ee her to-morrow, that' certain. It'll
be too late to go to-night."
"Yes, it'll be night by the time we get home, and I'm longing
like a boy to see my mother. I know he' had a hard time."
And so they passed on, planning their future, and living in
advance the joyful reunion they knew awaited them beyond the
mountain that was now so near. There wa still a hard climb, and
then the rough descent; but what was that to men who had marched,
weary and footsore, through the campaigns of three year , and
had come hundred of mile from the outbcrn tate where
their regiment had di banded.
Full of the vigor of youth, they were al o a full of fun as on
the day they left college to should r mu ket in defense of their
State, and so, with steps growing lighter as they neared the only
places they had ever called home, the turnpike was being rapidly
traversed, when one of them, looking up, said: "What' that
coming up the road? Looks like a Yankee cavalryman."
"That's just what it is, and an officer at that. I heard
somebody in Newmarket talking about a regiment of Ohio volunteers near here somewhere. Let's have some fun with him."
"All right, you go ahead, and I'll back you up. 11
And so, in a spirit of fun, they planted the seed of a tragedy
as black as any that ever di graced a nation-seeds that would
bear their baleful fruit before another day should pass.
The young men were unarmed, while the officer bad both bis
sword and pistol. But what was that to men who had marched
up to bayonets wielded by brave foes, and bad heard the shriek
of shrapnel about their ears until it was a familiar sound . They
knew nothing as to the sort of man they were meeting, but a
thought of fear never entered their minds, and so, when they
met the approaching horseman, by a quick, skillful movement
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they di armed him, and, to ing hi, arm to one ide of the road,
ordered him to di ·mount, which he did. They made him go
through a ort of drill, alut them, kn 1, dance, and do a number
of other thing , tr ating him ju ·t a they bad tr atecl many a
fre hman in college, and the coward, frightened almost out of
hi wit , ob yed them in very detail. Finally, they ordered
him to mount and ride toward ewmarket. 1Yhen he had gone
ome di -tance, th y r um d their journey, cro. sed the l\Ias ·anutton, and, ju t a night came on, reached their homes, which
wer on adjoining farm .
Teither father w at home. They had gone, together, to
Luray, and were not expected home before midnight. But the
mother were at home, and, after the fin,t outbur't of welcome
had p ed, they ettled do"\\'Ilto a k and an wer que ti.on , and
the hour flew like minute .
bout 11 o'clock, a. one of the young men .at near hi mother,
while bi i ·ter, ju t budding into womanhood, was leaning on
the arm of hi chair, he wa telling of his truggle for the cause
o dear to them all. How the heart of mother and
that w
i ter welled with gratitude to the God of battles becau e He had
ud<lenly the noble watch-dog sprang
spared their loved one!
from the porch with a avage growl and then a fierce barl·, and
rushed toward th road. The youna oldier went to the door,
followed by his mother and i ter. They heard the tramp of
hor c approaching the hou e, and, in a moment, a squad of cavalry da bed up, di mounted, and seized the young man. ·when
he wa ecurely bound, they an wered the que tions aRkecl of
them by aying that they had been ordered to bring at once
the men who had insulted and malbefore Colonel --treated an officer that afternoon. The officer had returned to
camp and reported the hold-up, and the colonel had ordered
the arrest of the two young rebels. The detail bad had some
difficulty in finding the houses, and so were late in arriving.
The young man a keel the ergeant in command to remain
over night, saying that he would gladly accompany them the
next morning. The sergeant replied that his orders were to return immediately when he had secured the men. He was then
begged to remain until the father could reach home, but replied
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that it wa impo ible, and o the young oldier wa torn from the
side of bi weeping mother and i ter, and, hi companion of the
afternoon being arre ted in lik mann r, they ·tart d back
aero the mountain, with the a ·urance that th two fath r;would follow a oon as po ible.
Of cour e, nothing eriou. wa apprehended by them. The
wo t that could happen would he a fine, and the only problem
confronting them wa where to ecurc the money to pay that fine.
Weary and foot ore, they reached the camp ju t J for sunri c on that beautiful June morning. The commanding offi r
wa already awake, and ordered the pri oner brought before him.
They were identified by the cowardly victim of their boyi h
pranks. When they attempted to explain the matter they
were rudely silenced, and ordered to b taken out and shot at once.
Finding that defen e wa u le. , the young m n requc ·tcd
that their execution might be po tponed until the arrival of their
fathers. This was curtly d nied th m. They th n a ked that
a chaplain, or other minister, be sent for, that they might have
aid in making what preparation th y could for death. Thi ,
too, was refu ed. Then they begged for a few minute in which
to write to their friends, and, grudgingly, this wa grant d. One
wrote a short letter to bis mother, and the other to his sweetheart,
and then they were marched out on the hillside, and, rcfu ing to
be blindfolded or to turn their backs, were shot down in cold
blood, and their bodies left as they fell.
About 11 o'clock that day the two fathers arriv d, and found
the bodies exposed to the sun, as they had fallen, and covered
with flies.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* * * * * * * *

About one mile north of Newmarket, in a field adjoining the
Valley turnpike, stands a marble shaft, marking the spot wh re
those young men were murdered. The shaft contains their names,
and the name of the fiend who ordered their death, and the facts
of the story are told by the old inhabitants of that section substantially as related here.
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WHY OUR LANGUAGE IS A MIXTURE
OF SAXON AND NORMAN.
Mercer 0. Clark, '18.

m

the 27th of eptember, 1066, at the mouth of
the omme, four hundred sailing ve els, more than
a thou and tran port , and Lxty thou and men were on
the point of embarking. The sun was hining brightly,
after a long rain, and everywhere trumpet and shouts of men
could be heard. The shore was crowded with men, while the
the eye could ee, wa covered with white sails
water, a far
and ma ts . This enormous fleet set out on its journey, blown
by a outbern wind. The people who manned thi fleet were
said to have come from orway; they were kin men of the Saxons,
with whom they were to fight. There were other among them
who were not orman ; many were adventure seekers from all
parts of Europe. It has been aid that this expedition, though
said to be Norman, was a much French as Norman.
In the battle of Hasting , October 14, 1066, William the
Conqueror, at the bead of the adventurou Norman , met Harold,
leading hi clumsy, ill-trained Saxon . The battle, a we all
know, went in favor of the Normans, Harold and many of the
greatest of the Saxon leaders being slain. The Normans, as they
had done in other countries, set about, at all costs, reforming
and civilizing their captives.
The Saxons were sore in need of reform. "The Saxons,"
says an old writer, "vied with each other in their drinking feasts,
and wasted their income day and night in feasting, whilst they
lived in wretched hovels; the French and Normans, on the other
hand, living inexpensively in their large hou es, were, besides,
refined in their food and studiously careful in their dress." This
was seen the night before Hastings . The Saxons ate and drank
all night; they danced, and filled the air with shouts of laughter
and noisy joy. In the morning they packed themselves behind
t heir palisades, and, with battle-axe hung around their necks,
t hey await ed t he at ta ck. The Normans weighed the chances
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of heaven and hell, and tried to enli t God on th ir id . The
1Torman , made up mo ti of bow-m n and bor·c-m n, wcr cool
and coll cted, a they marched in well-form d Jin upon the
enemy. They were ordered by th ir leader to hoot high, and by
obeying thi and hi other ord(>r, they wer l d af ly t victory.
Let u notice how thi
orman came to eek hi. fortun in
England. He took the c tate of ome axon who had b n ·lain
in battle, and ettled him elf upon it, with hi fellow conqu ror ..
He gave hi oldier land, hou e , and the right to l vy taxc , on
condition that they would fight for him in time of public dang r.
In thi land of danger they had to provide means of d fens again t
their enemies. They built large ca tie . At the time of the
death of King tephen there were 1,115 of the. e ca tic in England,
fortified with loop-hole , urrounded by moat , and maintain d
by a large number of oldier . ixty thou and of the land
owner placing their hands in tho e of William the onqu ror,
promised fealty and assi tance. Thu the Jormans wer pla d
under one ruler.
The ormans, thus joined together, per ccuted, without
mercy, the conquered. Many axon lord worked on their own
e tates a serfs of some Norman overlord. If a Norman wa
found dead the Engli hmen had to suffer for his death; if an
Engli hman wa found dead the orman did nothing to aveng
his death. In the chronicle of tho e times it i a serted: "They
thought they might do whatever they pleased. They hed
blood indiscriminately, snatched the morsel of bread from the
mouth of the wretched, and seized upon all the money and goods
of the land."
The Normans would not borrow any idea or cu tom from the
boors; they de pi ed them as coar e and stupid. Th y toad
among them as the Spaniards among the Americans in the ixteenth century, superior in force and culture, more versed in letter , more expert in the art of luxury. England had changed
everything but its name; where once it was Anglo-Saxon, it bad
become French and Norman.
French literature was, therefore, established across the
channel. The conquerors tried to make it purely French, purged
from all Saxon alloy. The kings and noblemen sent their sons
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to France to be educated, to keep them from coming in contact
tu<lcnt in univer ·itie were forced to
with the barbarian .
poetry wa. writt n in French, a well
Latin;
or
French
in
·e
conver
England, by Wace. Whnt became
of
tory
Hi.
as the Le endary
hear it from the outlaws, peasnnt . ,
only
ne might
of Engli h?
P ople who had time to write were generally
and lower clas
French, and even the Englishman who wrote endeavored to
write in French.
Yet, after all, neither the tongue nor the race ha disappeared. The orman bad to learn Engli h to converse with his
tenant, his wife was probably a axon, and hi nur e poke Engli h
to bi children. He heard it in the cha. e, in the fore ·t, and on
the ea. The rorman came in contact with Engli. h- peaking
people, and ther fore learned the language. Th cultured
orman learned the Engli h language more easily than the ignorant axon learned that of the Norman.
The e language , in the reign of Henry III., after two centurie of coming in contact with each other, were finally blended
together to form a new language. This new language i made
up of omc axon and ome Norman. Thus modern Engli h
wa formed by compromi -e. Thi i the reason why to-day,
in tead of having an entirely axon or an entirely orman language, we have one made up of both.
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WILD MUSIC OF THE PLAIN.
L ., '17.
"Out of the land of eternity,
Into the land of time,
I come from the vale of what shall be
To the real of to-day-the rhyme
Of the poet, the prose of the world,
The still, dead hush of a languid life,
And all, like a tempest, wildly hur led,
Fear less amid the strife.
Matchless the land I left behind,
To view, once more, my former home;
Come -to the brink and feast your mind;
Come, spirit, used to roam.
Wonderful stream of unknown shores,
Watering a soil untouched by man;
Over rock and boulder evermore,
And through still vales it ran .
Upon the banks the lily grows,
And never fades or dies,
Upon its bosom fall no snows,
And there no waste thing lies.
It widens as it onward flows,
And bears a load of hope to be,
Between the stately cedar rowsThe visions of eternity ."

It faded then, the voice of youth,
That soothed the warrior's ear with truth;
No more the echo came from off the stream,
Beside whose banks he loved to dream.
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The years had lapsed, the seed time come,
And Nature called him to come home;
The birds sang on, and went their way,
And night came on the heels of day.
Above it all the golden sun
His daily course had duly run.
Oh, ruthless universe-why move
In such a mighty, brainless way?
Why all this strength, where never love
Has held a moment's sway?
So Y anka mused, as there he sat
Beside the river, swiftly flowing,
The same gay feather from his hat
The same fierce tribe was showing;
The same fixed smile played on his face,
The same hard features placid moved,
But never could one find a trace
Or evidence that he had loved.
Like stony grandeur sat his smile
Upon the brazen walls of time,
And yet, beneath the face the while,
There played the memory of a rhyme:
"Then sing, my soul, a new refrain,
Perish the tears, nor rise again,
But lift up your eyes, behold the light,
Glorious the skies in beauty bright,
And hear the call forevermore,
That leads the soul from shore to shore."
The promise-was it made in vain?
Or will the spirit come again?
From shore to shore-would it might be
Eternal travel, Love, with thee!
But thou hast gone to see the day,
While my heart moulders on the way.
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I cannot pa the peechl
pall
That hut me in thi narrow hall.
I cannot face the ullen rang
That keep my pirit on th grange.
I fight with self, and strive to go,
The agony of hope I know,
Dull life is long, and death come slow,
And peace to me i trange.
Thy voice! what wa it came to me
From o'er the rolling waters wild?
Truly Pd reach eternity
If hand in hand with thee, my child.
So Yanlm sat, and wi bed, and thought
Of what bi life might have been made;
Oh, idle wish; oh, bitter dream;
Oh, sunshine turned to bade!
The love that might have saved the soul
E tranged for fleeting lust and pride;
A little stain that stained the whole,
And dragged him to the wamp' dark side.
Meanwhile wild Fancy-Hope's
despair-ung pleasant song of what might be;
While dead Hope tore her blanched hair,
And longed for death eternally.
Torn by two passion -one of wish,
And one of deadening, fearful fact;
What tongue can reli h such a dish?
What heart but quivers, and shrinks back?
Fled from the tribe that loved him well,
And gave him promise boundless, free;
Immersed in sin, and doomed to bell,
The burning conscience and the tree.
Yet e'en such hearts will paint a rose
Upon the squalid banks of hate,
And sometimes still the blossom grows
With perfume matchless rich, though late.
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THE BUT T ERFLY.

''[I

Vade Sylvis, '16.

RY, i n't it glorious to be aliv ?"
"Ye , Clothilde, it i ."
"Cary?"
"Yes."
"Play-again, will you?"
He aro e to carry out h r reque. t. He trod aero the
room to the door of the drawing-room, he following lo e behind.
They entered. There all wa quiet. The orche tra, playing
behind the palms in the balcony over the reception hall, ound d
like tiny elfin orchestra , low and weird. everal per ons were
eated about the room, in the centre of which a miniature fountain
parkled and leapt with the joy of life.
Cary found himself, still as in a dream, eated at the piano,
for, omehow, his playing had become known, and all were eager
to hear him. That sense of want that animated him to-night
thrilled now in his supple fing ring, and he played, not as he
had played to Clothilde in the quiet evening and misty twilight ,
but a though he were summoning the world. It wa the Grand
Polonaise of Chopin that he began with, and before he had
gone far be felt the breathlcs intcre t about him. He knew
that lothilde had drawn near, and wa Ii tening as the oth rs
could not listen. There was magic in this music for her. He
had never :;cen her as sober before. She at with hands cla ped,
gazing straight ahead, with a penetrating stare. A bi bands
struck the keys-those stupendous, rapid chord -he se med th
very incarnation of the music tbs.t he played, and when h had
ended there were cries of "Bravo!" as her guests crowded about
him. Clothilde neither applauded nor exclaimed, but Cary
heard her silence as he did not hear their speech. It rarely bapp ned that Clothilde and he had an evening alone together.
The very few times that this was the ea e Cary wondered whether
he found it pleasant or dull, since she entertained him with stories
of her doings in the world of society. She was surely a typical
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"butter.fly," be thought to him elf. But, whatever she was, he
loved her, and be had quite made up hi mind to come to an
under tanding that night.
They left the drawing-room, and made their way to the terrace. The weather was cool, but clear. The after-glow of the
unset lingered till, and the moon, full rounded, looking over
Flag fountain b hind them, turned the valley into a wondrous
ea of mi ty light, out of which the higher bills lifted their heads
lik fairy i land . There wa a track of ilver aero ·s the little
lake in the valley, and the cedar made a oft black fringe around
the water. When they reached the very end of the terrace,
and the view of lake, and moon, and mountain bur t upon them,
Clothilde broke the ilence by a sudden fervidly uttered, "Ah-h !"
He turned, looked at her, and said abruptly, "You like it,
do you not-this wild country?"
"Like it? I love it I" she responded.
"This is strange. I never heard you say anything to lead
me to believe that you were a lover of nature. On the other
hand, I have become so accu tomed to a· ociating you in my mind
with auto , dances, cocktail , and flirtation that this is indeed
a surprise."
" ary, I'm mi erable. You don't realize."
"Don't realize? Don't realize what?"
"You don't understand me. I don't under tand myself.
I do love this scene now. I feel as if I could live in it the re t
of my life, happy-away from the hub-bub of metropolitan
life. And then I bear the orchestra, as I do now; I can ee couples
swaying in perfect rhythm to the music. It's wine in my veins.
The scent is in my nostril . I mu t go. It's a part of me, and
all thi get-back-to-nature theory i nonsense."
"Yes, Clothilde, you're a butterfly."
" o! no! Cary; not that! Anything but that. I do try
so hard to do the things you would have me do, to love the things
you like, but I can't do it."
After a short silence, he said, in low, concentrated tones:
"Your experience of life ha been bitter. If I could think of
anything to change things for you! I can. I am going to.
Listen I To-morrow morning I take tho steamer for Qu bee.
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I'm going to spend one year in the r orth wood -in God's great
out-of-doors-hunting moo.e and big game.
ome with me.
I love you, and I hall convert you to the teaching of !other
1Tature, and make you forget your own language, to peak in the
ocabulary of the wild. I love you, lothilde; will you come?"
" ary, I will gladly, if you-"
"Mr. Wel h! T legram for l\1r. Wei h!" a footman was
calling.
They both ha tened to the hou e, where, upon arriving,
ary wa handed an envelope on a ilver waiter by the butler.
He tore it open and hastily read its content , which con ·i ted
of a trivial matter-a matter of bu ine s. He turned to Clotbilde.
But he was gone. He started forward, peering in the alcoves
of the spacious room, alway searching wh re the hadow were
deepe t. He thought she wa hiding from him. He gave up the
que t, and sauntered into the reception hall. A lazy, dreamy
waltz was being played, and a few couple glided maje tically
over the surface of the newly-waxed floor. A couple came whi king by him, and a small hand shot out and touched him on the arm.
He wheeled about. It was Clothilde.
It almost drove him mad. To think that she had left him
so abruptly. It drove him into a rage. He had a mind to just
let himself loose, and literally tear up the place; he felt like breaking
every glass in the place, and then to top it off by getting gloriously
drunk. But, no! There wasn't a woman alive who could make
a fool of him. Let her go. Possibly her absence would be a
great deal better than her presence anyhow. He was aroused
this time by her peaking, as she swung gaily by him.
"Cary! It's a great life. I can't be a hermit; you had
better give up the hair-brained scheme. You leave at seven,
do you not?"
That settled it. He turned about, and made straight for
the cloak-room. His eyes were blazing, and the cords in his neck
were bulging, and his fists were clenched. Receiving his wraps
and cane, be slipped out without saying good-night to a soul.

*

*

* *

* * *

*

*

*

*

*

* * *

*

The next morning found Cary leaning over the rail of the
"Sophia." Five miles astern lay the smoky harbor of New
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York, dim in the haze of a pringmoming. The steamer, driving
her no into a slow, monotonous well, that rolled ceasele ly w tward and from th great w te ahead, eemed to
find exhilaration in the coolne of the green ea that parted
cleanly under her ·harp bow.
He gazed back in the direction from whence he had come.
Hi heart w heavy and ad. But one thing he was glad of; be
wa going a.way from it all-away from the hideou din, the
hypocri y, and the fa t lif of the city, to a peaceful country,
where the race for the almi hty dollar on the cut-your-neighbor'sthroat logan wa not in evidence; where the weather wa charming, where the bird ang in the tree., and the face of nature
would lay before him, all mile and un hine-in short, to a land
of plenty, peace, and bli .
omething oft and
He tretched out hi arm and yawned.
velvety crept into them. He clo ed them, and looked downthere nestled the "butterfly."
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THE FOURTH DIMENSION.
M. Glass, '18.

N recent years man's intellect has cxerci ed it ingenuity
in problems of the mo. t ab tru e and stupendou proportions. It ha delved into the realms of the infinitesimal in its search for the indivi ible component of
matter. It has traver eel the manifold gradations of thought,
and ha begun to wrc tle with the my. tery of the eemingly
infinite-the composition of the stellar univer e. But all the e
ponderations, exalted though they be, fade into nought before
a conception which is the mo t novel and far-reaching that has
ever cast its impression upon the human brain-the fourth dimension. This phrase means nothing to some, while to others
it is the key to our universe. Some ridicule it as an absurdity,
to be classed with vagaries like the quaring of a circle and the
construction of perpetual motion machine , while others view
it with holy awe. Many people, mi led by the perfervid enthusiasm of some writers on the subject, gain the impre sion that the
actual physical existence of a fourth dimension is advocated,
and they, thereupon, demand proof.
The truth is, that the exi tence of a fourth dimension cannot
be, and probably never will be, proved, owing to the limitations
of our senses. The most elaborate array of analogy will avail
nought, nor will the most exhaustive exposition of the urgent
need of a fourth dimension ever demonstrate its presence. On
the other hand, all attempts to disprove the physical existence
of a higher space must likewise fail, since they are based upon the
deficient argument that there is nothing in our experience to
warrant it. The fourth dimension is the answer to the question,
Length, breadth, and thickness-and then what? The fourth
dimension is simply a fairyland, in which a multitude of miraculous
things would be possible.
In this essay we will, therefore, choose the golden mean; we
will advocate no theories, but will confine our attention to a
brief discussion of the properties of the fourth dimension, and
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the significance of the term in ~everal departments of human life
and human thought.
Let u , fir t, see how we arrive at a notion of the fourth
dimension. The prime <lifficulty in thinking of a dimen. ion that
perpendicular
is neither length, nor breadth, nor thickness-but
the impo ibility of forming a mental picture of
to them all-i
it. That thi difficulty i a natural one may be readily seen by
an analogou .ituation in the land of two dirnen ion.. Let u
imagine a plane ·urface, inhabited by badowy being.:, gifted with
human rea on. The e filmy p ople would have no conception
of the three-dimension univer ..e encompassing their Flatland,
for an immutable law would confine all their experience to two
dimen ions. Everybody in their univcr e would be bounded
by lines; a surface, ·urroundcd by a line, would form a perfect
pri on. If a re ident of our three-dimen ion world should stumble
upon thi land of hadows, he would have it entirely at his mercy,
since he would be operating from a direction unknown. He
could gaze into their private apartment , empty their afes, touch
the interior organ of the inhabitants, and perform sundry other
mysteriou feat .
Applying the analogy, why may there not be a four-dimeru ion
world, inclucling our within it? Furthermore, if one po, e sod
the power of movement in thi fourth dimension, he could leave
a closed room without penetrating the walls; he could untie knots
without moving the end of the cord; he could peer into our vital ;
he could extract the contents of an egg without breaking the
shell, and drink liquor from a corked bottle. Two triangles,
though exactly equal, cannot be made to fit on each other without
raising one into the third dimension, and turning it over. Similarly, we cannot change a right-hand glove into a left-hand glove
(except by turning it inside out), but if a right-hand glove were
tossed into the fourth dimen ·ion, and turned over, it would reenter our world a left-hand glove. Likewi e, suppose the shadow
man were to attempt to assume the position of his mirror image,
he would in no wise succeed. But, he could be raised into the
third dimension, turned over, and replaced into his world, the
reversed mirror image of hi former self. If any of us were to
undertake to step behind the mirror, and assume the exact
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position of his image, hi utmo t exertions would not suffic~
only motion in the fourth dimension would avail bim. Thus
we ee how analogy aids u in determining the prop rtie of a
higher pace; but we mu t not follow analogy too clo ely, for
it may lead to ridiculous results. For in tance, one ·writer r cently argued that, since the inhabitant of "Lineland" could
view "Flatland" if he only had an eye in hi "stomach," and
the shadow man could see our three-climen ·ion world if he only
bad an eye in bis "stomach," therefore an unobstructed panorama
of the fourth dimension would be revealed to us if we bad eyes
in our stomachs!
Now let us briefly touch upon the subject from the mathematician's point of view. Modern mathematics has bown
that, assuming a certain axiom, a con istent geometry can be
built up, which may not be true for our space, but would be
true for a space in which the axiom held true. Ail, urning that
at one point four lines can be drawn perpendicular to each other,
a logical geometry of the fourth dimen ion has been constructed.
The mathematician defines the fourth dimen ion by its propertie ,
even as the physicist defines the ether. For him the exprcs ion
"fourth dimension" is only a handy formula, like V-1 or x- 2 ,
which may be employed to refer to a "queer" concept.
The fourth climension has significance in other ways also.
In physics the assumption of another dimension would simplify
the problems connected with the ether, especially light and
electricity. In chemistry it would explain a number of puzzling
facts. For instance, there are two kinds of tartaric acid, alike
in every way except that the arrangement of the molecules in the
one is the exact mirror image of the configuration of the molecules of the other. These two acids change easily from one
kind into the other, without apparent chemical reaction. As
set forth above, these transformations are explicable, if it is
assumed that the molecules are free to move in the fourth dimension. Certain theologists, anxious to prove that the events
which we call miracles can occur without the suspension of the
laws of nature, refer the origin of these miracles to interference
by beings possessing the power of motion in the fourth dimension. Likewise, the fourth dimension bas come to the rescue
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of the spirituali t , who e favorite gho t have so long been flitting
about without any definitely as igned abode.
In the field of ab tract philo ophy, the fourth dimension
conception may be con trued to play an important role-especially o in the peculations regarding the human oul and its
immortality. The nature of thi · new thought regarding the soul
may be concisely set forth as follow : A pure shadow man is nonexi tent, in our ense of the word, since he lack the nece ary
exten ion into the third dimension, without which no object can
be conceived by u a existing. Shadowland i a creation of
man' fancy. Even o man is but the fancy of Something Higher,
since he lacks, apparently, the neces. ary IC thickness" to make
him real to a being in a hyper-space. Our world is thus only
IC the shadow of a more real four-dimension world," and, in Poe's
words, " reatures are but the thoughts of God." But man
does exist, ince existence is o painfully real to him, and, therefore, he must po es a certain n-dimen ional IC thicknes ." Of
this exten ion into all spaces man has a vague, ill-defined consciou ne . He feel within himself a Something that is not
three-dimen ional, and that something he calls his soul. The
soul is the common property of the inhabitants of spaces of any
and all dimensions; it is the link that chains them all to Infinityto God. In this sense, Milton' lines are applicable: IC What if
Earth be but the hadow of Heaven!"
Thus far, all remarks have been confined to the fourth dimension-but we are now ready to inquire, why stop at four?
Why not five, six-or n dimensions? Analogy bids us include
an infinite number of dimensions.
In concluding, it may be asked, what is the use of this fourth
dimension concept? The answer is: It is of a much use as all
a tronomical knowledge, such as the distance of Sirius from the
earth, or the determination of the number of asteroid'. Such
investigations are conducted to satisfy man's insatiable craving
for knowledge, for its own sake. They result in a broadening of
the mind; they inspire true religious feeling; they are steps in the
evolution of our ideas of time and space. From the conception
of a six-thousand-year-old universe, of which the earth was the
centre, and in which the stars were points of light, fixed in a rigid
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phere, man ha , in the brief cours of a few centuri , advanced
to a realization of a multitude of univer e , of which ach individual component i greater than th whol of hi form r univcr e.
Time and pace are no longer thought of a having eginning
or end. But, even the word pace no longer uffice to cov r the
range of man's thought. A a r ·ult of the fourth dimen ion
agitation, we are now thinking in term of spaces!
In region where our en e have de rtcd u , our mind yet
lead us on, and propound que tion which stir our inmo t being .
Is our life but an infurite journey through pace , and death but
the mile-post marking the transition from a low r to a higher pace?
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AU REVOIR.
E. J. F., '17.

The captain houted his orders,
And slowly from the ship in the lee,
Afloat on the de p, broad water',
The hip moved out to sea.
At the rail two lover tood ilent,
And watched the gray city . lide past;
Then waved, a if by mutual agreement,
To friend now receding so fa t.
A fl.utter of white from the bore line,
And all wa then vague and blurred.
The bout of the people's mad cheering
In the distance could scarcely be heard.
On the shore two loved ones stood watching
The form of the hip from afar.
Their hearts a one were now beatingTwo soldiers were off to the war.
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THE HALF-BACK.

g

Vir., '17.

HERE wa a rea on for quietude, rather than hilarity,
on Overton College campus. The big game of the
•
gridiron sea on bad been lost. The u ual aftermath
of dormitory explanations of the "whys II and '' how ,,
was on. Incidentally, other things were di cus ed.
"I declare, I don't know what I am going to do," sighed big
"Billy" Thornton, the husky half-back of Overton.
"What you are going to do?" said George Gray, repeating
the query in considerable enthu ia m. "You are going to stay
on that team at half-back-that'
what you are going to do."
"Yes, yes," replied Billy, to thi outbur t of loyalty. "But,
'ole la<ly,' you don't understand, you don't know," continued
the boy, gazing through the window, as if he saw ten years hence.
William Thornton and George Gray were room-mate at
Overton College. They were now lounging around, their minds
absorbed in the great loss. George was not an athlete, but a
loyal supporter of the boys when they were on the field. William
bad played half-back for three con ecutive sea ons, and wa
now entering his fourth and last year.
"Dog-gone it, Billy; everybody is sorry-deuced sorrywe lost the big end of the score this afternoon," went on George,
"but do you suppose, just because we didn't get over their chalk
line as often as they did ours, that you are personally to blame,
and therefore cannot play any more this season?"
Billy looked George straight in the eye, but with absolutely
no expression whatever. Nor did he make any pretence of
speaking.
"Now, look here, Billy Thornton; there is something wrong
with you. This isn't the first game in which you have been the
conquered. In the reason of a shoe-sole, what's got you going?
In three years I never saw you lose out like this."
George was about to continue his inquisitorial admonition,
when Billy arose from his chair, removed his coat and vest, and,
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with much care, hung it in his clo ct. R turning to the studyroom, he fell aero the couch, and appeared ugu ually re tl e s.
"George, you ar a good old cout," aid he; "it ,vould do me
lots of good to ee you on the field sometime . I want to see you
out there with a gridiron uit on. 11
"You would ee a mou~e in a fl.our-barrel111 replied George
quickly, with a laugh. " uch a thing would be perfectly absurd,
and my lim ' hank I would be of le value than now." And
all the time he was wondering what Billy bad in mind that he
should be talking o fooli bly Billy knew he was no athlete,
and why hould be make uch a wi h. Both boys remained silent
for everal minute .
"George," inquired Billy, at last, "wa there a great deal
of betting this afternoon? 11
At this George was too amazed to answer. Billy inquiring
about betting, when every one at Overton who " hook the dice 11
on a foot-ball game would never fail to con ult Billy before making
the bet.
"William Thornton," began George, "by the collar-button
of your shirt, you know you have more in ide dope on that question than any one in college. Will you kindly say to me whether
you are crazy, or think ·me to be the fool? 11
"George, we have been rooming together for three years,
haven't we? 11 a ked Billy, suddenly sitting up straight . on the
couch, and looking more like him elf than heretofore since the
conver ation regarding the game began.
"Ye I three year 1" replied his room-mate.
"And we have been very intimate," continued the halfback, almost ignoring George's reply.
"Intimate puts it mildly, 'ole lady'; but I can't get what
you are driving at I " replied the bewildered boy. "Get on something tangible, or else explain what you are aiming at."
''Now, George, be patient, and I think I can do ju t what
you ask. You know father bas always encouraged me in athletics.
He has never objected to my playing foot-ball, or any other outdoor sport. He is not a foot-ball enthusiast, yet he is a good
sport, and doesn't kick on me when be knows I like the game.
He, like myself, believes foot-ball will develop moral qualities.
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Probably betting is the wor t quality connected with the gam .
At any rate, the better qualitie off t the evil; th rcfor I play
v.ith dad' approval."
"I think I under tand what you have said thu far," r marked George, for Billy eem d to wait for som word from him.
"Father never qu tioncd m about betting on a game,"
the perplexed half-back began again. ''Probably h thought I
would bet a little, and therefore never said anything about it.
The truth i I have always put up a mall wager, as you may
know already. But, George-"
Here he topped.
George waited for biro to peak, for Billy Thornton wa no
soft-shell. He handled matters of importance with proper
dignity.
"Well," answered his listener, finally, f eling that he had
best speak.
"Yes, George. I had almo t forgot I wa talking to you.
I am going to tell you this whol affair. You know fa.th r nt
me a check for this term's expenses-the entire amount for this
term. I had the check cashed, and decided to put up about my
usual wager on the game. But, like a 'mutt,' I carried half of
the amount over to the field."
"Billy, you carried all that money out to the field this afternoon?" exclaimed George, for he knew what a half term' expcn e
meant.
"Every cent of it, and, what's more, I put up every cent on
the game. It seemed to me everything was in our favor. Every
'Var ity man was in perfect trim-not a sprained ankle, injured
shoulder, cracked rib, broken nose, nor bruised temple in the lineup. It's true Templeton's average weight was a little beyond
us, but our back-field moved in just about half the time of theirs.
I believe now our ends were faster, and it looked to me that the
rest of the lines were about well matched," explained Bill.
"Doubtless any 'lone shaker' would have staked all on
your summing up," added George, by way of consolation.
"The guy that took i;ne in is what gets me. He surely must
be fifty years old. Evidently, he came prepared, for, if I had
had another dollar, be was ready to cover it. I thought perhaps
he had played foot-ball years back, and was staking on looking
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the team over. The chances are he had probably got ome
in i<ledope."
"But bow he got it into you o heavy i what puzzles me,"
int rrupte<l George.
"He wa o game, I tell you, George. He actually laughed
ay,
at five ·traight. 'Is that the best b t you can put up?
I'll go you five to two on final :core, and make the bet a much
as you plea e,' wa the way that guy talked. Five to two. What
He
did he know about the teams of Overton and Templeton?
at lea t look d like a human being, notwith ·tanding hi supernatural air. 'I'll take you, ir,' aid I, a I planked down every
cent of half of thi term' expen~e money."
' Did he do any que tioning b fore he made uch an offer?"
inquir d George, anxiou to clear up the matter.
" ot a que tion before or after," replied the athlete, "except
he a ked me if I would play in the game, a he glanced over
our quad. I told him I wa going to try hard at half-back."
"Your husky app arance didn't hake him, eh?" asked
George, with a merry twinkle in his eye.
" ot in the lea t. I never saw uch sand. He wouldn't
topple if Haley's comet pas ed by."
"Wno held the collateral?" wa the next query from George.
"Jim Morgan, who usually has every pocket full. The old
guy aw him with hi note-book, and eemed to underst .and the
trick. When I planked down the ·weet half for thi term that
old bird just covered it in the ratio agreed on. You should
have een Jim's face after the bet was arranged. He looked at
me, and then at my tall guy, as I hurried over to the squad."
"And when the game was over?" added George, inquiringly.
"Billy Shakespeare gave us a good sentence in Hamlet's
soliloquy-'Ah, there's the rub!' " was Billy's answer. "Now,"
said he, "do you understand when I say I don't know what I am
going to do. There is only one thing to do-leave college and
get a job."
"Throw that stuff to the fi h. You know your father would
not have you leaving here during your enior year," remonstrated
George.
"Dad, I repeat, is a good sport, but, for two reasons, there
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i no redre s here. Fir t, I wouldn't accept it of him again, after
I have thrown it away like that, of which fact I hall inform him
immediately.
econdly, he ha other expen e be ·ide me, and,
can't afford to throw away money. Ther fore, I hall leave
college," concluded the boy, with much det.ermination.

*

*

"It

* *

*

*

*

* *

* *

* *

* *

*

will be perfectly agreeable with the college official for

you to stay here at night, until you have ecured a good po ition,"
aid George, after they bad finished packing his book that night.
"Yes, I uppo e they will not kick/' r plied the di heartened
boy.
The next afternoon they went to the po t-office to get the
mail. When it had been a orted, they got theirs and returned
to their room. George looked over the "H Ip Wanted " columns
of the afternoon paper, while Billy r ad hi letter.
"Three and two for the half-back," yelled Billy, at the top
of his voice.
"What the devil?" roared George, jumping up in his urprise.
"Check for half-term expen c ; Dad was my tall guy-wig,
false beard," was the explanation Billy offered.
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OUT AND AWAY.
Francis Lee Albert, '18.

Out in the woods with God,
Away from my worries and care ,
Away from life's burdens and fears;
Out where my sorrows cease,
Ther 's where my soul finds peaceOut in the wood with God,
In their stillne with Him alone.
Out by the brook with God,
Away from the haunts of weak men,
Away from temptation and sin;
Out where my heart prays a prayer
That mind and lips cannot shareOut by the brook with God,
By its freshnes with Him alone.
Out in the hills with God,
Away from humanity's ham,
Away from the falseness of man;
Out where His voice speaks truths,
There's where my faith renewsOut in the hills with God,
In their realness with Him alone.
Out in the night with God,
Away from the noi es of day,
I gaze to His heavens and pray;
There's where my sin absolves,
There's where my soul resolvesOut in the night with God,
In its calmness with Him alone.
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EDITORIALS.
We are not getting ready to complain of being overworked.
Nor are we about to send up a howl to the heavens for more
support. Of course, there is work
in connection with getting out a
THE UNENVIABLE
presentable college paper, and,
POSITION OF THE EDITORS
of course, there is never o much
OF A COLLEGE PAPER.
enthusiasm supporting it that
the editorial board has to create a department for the restraint
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of contributors. Yet our trouhl i · not along the e line . It is
a real trouble, · nd may he ·tat d in a v ry f w word . There
ar three complaint·, which likely will apply much more generally than to our own local condition . Briefly tated, they are
a follow :
Fir .t, again t the fal notion many contributor have of
their hare of r ·pon -ibility for the upport of the paper. They
eem to feel, many of them, that writing an article is a per ·onal
favor to the editors, and that it i to be written for a particular
edition of the magazine'. Thi i ·wrong. If one ha not enough
college pirit, together with the per onal benefit which will be
derived from the compo ition, to impel him to "Tite a often
as he can, he had better not write-he had better not tay in
College-his only place i digging ditches or carrying hods. It
is a mistake to promi e to write an article, and then ask for the
lat day on which it can be accepted for a certain month's i· ue.
V rite a you have time, and a the mood i upon you, and then
turn it in immediately. We will not lo e nor forget the article
becau e it come in a day or two before we have to go to press.
The econd complaint link in with the firt, and is in the
fal e idea which many contributor have of the duty of the editors
toward them. • lust we use every article which we r ceive up
to the 20th of the month in the paper which was to go to
pre s on th 15th? I it an editorial crime that ·we should
hold Qver an article from one month to the next? Yet some
have become an"'ry becau e the columns of the magazine would
not be held open for a week, or even more, that a certain article
of theirs might be put in! Others have refused to contribute
becau e they contributed once and it has never been printed.
Arc all writers infallible? Will they give up the fir t time? What
will you be good for in life if you give up the first time you try?
Suppose the editor wa unjust in not u ing your article-suppo e
it was better than that piece of trash which X wrote; are you so
weak that you can be twisted about the finger of any per on, or
group of persons? If it did not come out the first time, it may
come out later. Several very good articles in this paper have
been on the editor's table for several months, awaiting the time
when it seemed to the editors that a suitable place was open for
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them. It i no mark of inferior merit in the eye of the editors
that your work doe not have first place. The number in a
certain volume are arranged and elect d with a view to fitnes ,
variety, and general effect, a well a merit.
Our third complaint i aimed at the a ociate editor . Perhap some will ay we ought to pre ent tbjs complaint personally,
rather than in a public fashion. We have done thi . But we
believe it is a thing which de erve public notice. It i a common
fault of college men-perhaps of other m n and worn n, toothat they delay a task until the la t moment, and then often
find it impossible to get it done on time. Don't hold an article
for two weeks, and then give the editorial board one or two hour
to look it over and decide on where and how to use it. Because
the paper is intended to go to pre on the 15th i no reason
why no article must be turned in until the afternoon of the 15th.
Keep the material moving; keep the stream of intellectual effort
running; we won't forget when we are to make up the copy for the
printer.
May we add to the above a concise statement of our policy
regarding the acceptance and use of articles. Every paper received is treated in one of three ways: First, if considered fit, it is
filed in with other like articles, to be used when appropriate
occasion presents itself; second, if we feel that it would be suitable,
with some changes, we suggest, such, and return it to the writer;
or, third, if it seems entirely unsuitable or inappropriate, we
return it to the author with such statement, and the reasons for
our conclusion. We don't throw any contributions in the scrapbasket unless it is a worthies piece and we cannot find the contributor. Therefore, if your article does not come back to you
within a reasonable time, you may feel sure it is accepted for
use. We are aware that this policy is not carried out by most
editors, and some, at least, of our predecessors, have not attempted such a plan. We feel, however, that it is more fair to
the writer, and we can easily do it here, where we are all students
together, and meet each other daily, or at least often.
A fellow editor was recently heard to remark that he was
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tired of having to fill hi column with "hot air." We immediately began to wonder what was meant
IR""HOT
by that illusive, and yet very common,
bit of lang. Everybody u es it more or
\ RAT I IT?
le s, and how many, we wonder, have a
clear idea of what they mean?
In th fir ·t place, we mu t guard our elve by aying that
th e term ha.' an evil connotation. One doe not like to be accu ed
of u ing "hot air." \ e are ure that ome are discouraged from
trying to peak or write, for fear their f llow will laugh and neer
at their attempts in this belittling phra e. It di ·tingui hing
features eem to be that it excite di gu t and engenders lack of
confidence.
Doe the term refer to smooth-flowing sentences, with many
fine- ounding word inter per ed? Then we mu t condemn
Patrick Henry, Henry Clay, Daniel Webster, and many others
whom wc would all be proud to be able to imitate.
Do we mean by it the using of word without a clear sense
of what they mean as used? If so, we should have to apply thi
term to the writings of mo t children, many humorists-who
speak thus for humor's sake-and nearly all illiterate per on .
But, on the contrary, the term is nearly always u ed of tho e
who are, or are con idered to be, cultured and serious.
Shall we cla s as "hot air" that which is "full of sound and
fury, signifying nothing"? If so, we shall include many of the
most maje tic of hakespeare's utterances, for they mean nothing
to most readers. The meaning of a pa age is, after all, a relative
term, and is dependent upon the capacity of the reader. Some
of the deepest parts of Wordsworth are little understood, and much
of Holy Writ is a mystery to mankind. Bow shall we know what
signifies nothing? Shall each condemn that which does not mean
much to him? Then we shall all be guilty of being "hot air
artists" when we speak to many of the men and women about us!
After all, must not "hot air," as a slurring term, be reserved for those who speak and write insincerely? Then
many are guilty in a large degree, and most in a small degree.
And those who judge are most guilty, for there is nothing so insincere and rash as to ruthlessly condemn another of such faults.
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To, that which is born in an honest mind, and bears with it an
arnest thought, however .-mall and commonplac , i not "hot
air"; it i' the utterance of an immortal ·oul, and we may not light
that.
That which come. only from the urface we may cond mn,
but how hall we know what i up rficial. ome utt ranc · are
unmistakably insincere, but many that ar condemned as uch,
perhap', are from a deeper ource than we u p ct. It i a good
workin"' rule to exerci 'C charity and to abstain from judgment,
le t we expo ·e ourselve to attack.
.1.

In the third act of Hamlet Poloniu ee a cloud, and, in
order to agree with Hamlet a to th appearance of this cloud,
he declare, it to be shaped like a camel,
THE
LA VERY OF
then like a wea 1, and th n like a
TACIT AGREEMENT.
whale. We cannot but smile at the
stupidity of such ervile agreement.
Yet, any day, we may go into the circl of ociety, and hear
one say: "How cold the weather ha become the la t few day !"
or "I n't thi the very wor ·t weather you have ever een?" or "I
certainly enjoy this nice, cold weather; it is o bracing!" or "I
am glad it ha at la t turned cold; it i so much more healthful
for thi time of the year." And, whatever the viewpoint of
the remark, did you ever hear it contradicted?
Again, listen to the young man and his sweetheart, a they
talk together in the usual gu bing fashion. She will peak rapturously of Tennyson, or of Mendel ·sohn, or of Caru o, and he
will a sure her that he delights in those luminaries al o. Yet, when
he gets with his cronies, he reads "Mutt and Jeff" and "Bringing
Up Father," and sings "Everybody's Doing It" and "It's a Long
Way to Tipperary." In the pre ence of those with mu ical
tastes (?) he will dote on grand opera, but, immediately he is free
from this galling company, he will go and join a "curb-stone
quartette."
Doubtless you have all heard of the visiting preacher who
was told not to speak against the saloon, as Deacon X was a
wholesale dealer; not to speak against gambling, as the Sundayschool superintendent was part owner in a billiard hall; and not
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OUR ALUMNI.
G. T. Ten·ell, '16.
Denny Culbert, 'H, i in bu inc

at farion, Va.

lay . Cole, '10, i elling farm machinery at Chilhowie, \'a.
Parker Wilson i in the hardware bu ine · in Bluefield, W. Ya.
Tom fo
mond.

and M. G. Finnegan are practicing law in Rich-

William H. Sands, Jr., i
of Richmond property.

i tant to his father in the taxing

John Logan, our foot-ball and ha e-ball " tar" of la t year,
is in bu iness with his father at Yor.kville, . C.
W. T. Hall and 0. G. Poarch, '14, are pursuing their theological cour e in the Southern eminary at Loui ville, Ky.
E. M. Hudgin , of the '08 Law Cla , was recently elected
as the representative to the Legislature from Mecklenburg county.
Claude B. Green is principal of the Clarksville High chool.
He has been acting as superintendent in the place of Mr. Bcddinger for the past few months.
Willing Bowie, of the Law lass of '10, ha recently been
elected as Commonwealth's Attorney of Caroline county. Willing
is located at Bowling Green, Va.
We are glad to welcome back to our College this year Prof.
Garnett Ryland, of the 1892 class. Dr. Ryland has been Professor of Chemistry in Georgetown College, Ky., for several years.
We are glad to have him as the head of our chemistry department
this year.
Frank C. Riley, '12, has recently erected the large and
flourishing church at Orange Courthouse, Va. "Father," after
graduating from Richmond College, 'Varsity, took his B. D.
at Crozer, and his M. A. from the University of Pennsylvania.
W,e extend our heartiest congratulations to Riley and bis "bride,"
and welcome them back to Virginia.

CHANGE
Wirt L. Davis, '17.
The magazines for ovember have not yet come to our
table. We are therefore compelled to review a belated October
number, or to leave our exchange columns blank for thi month.
Choo ing, then, the le er evil, we shall review one of the October
books.
But we cannot submit to thi necc ·.ity without registering
a word of prote t. Our work for each month should go to pre
early enough to be printed and to be distributed in time for
acknowledgment and critici ·m in the next month's exchange.
Accordingly, we urge our editors to put forth a little more effort;
or, better, perhap , to begin the work sooner, in order to obviate
similar delays in subsequent month:'.
But let us cut short this parley, beginning a criticism of The
Davidson College Magazine. We shall notice first the hort
stories, of which there are two. "Footprints on the Sands" is, indeed, not much
The
Davidson College more than an incident. It is too compressed. Without any check or delay, it
Magazine.
rushes straight to the climax. Like a skyrocket, the story flares up, makes a fuss, and then falls flat, leaving
the reader gazing off into space. The writer does not create for
us a feeling of suspense. The story lacks that cat-like playing
with the reader's emotion, which holds attention and compels
later reflections. But it is hard-we had almost said impo sibleto write a real short story in so small a compass. When we read
"The Moonlight Maid," however, we are at once brought under
its spell. This i a ghost love-story, of what we may call the
Z type. Beginning at the top, the first line moves to the right,
toward a genuine ghost story. In this division, Captain Gerald,
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vi iting hi uncle, i informed that the hou e wher h ·tay i
haunted. Going immediately to bi room, the n ph look , for
a while, into the yar<l floo<ld with moonligb .
h looks
omething appear -a
ho t a pr tty a a fair maid. His
bull-dog, having followed th pcctr , return th n , t morning
dumb. The plot now, having er at d a gho tly atm ·pher<',
swing again, lik th diagonal of the Z, to the left-toward the
realm of the real. Here the 'Moonlight laid" i a girl of flesh
and blood. Gerald meet her, and they talk.
he tell him that
he is hi uncle' ward, arbitrarily impri oned in her guardian''
home. The next evening they m et, by appointment, an<l, ilently, arm in arm, they stroll. Breaking the ·ilence at l ·t, erald
tells her of hi love, and woos h r to fl e with him. Th n, suddenly, the young woman falls back, exclaiming, "I am dead!
Good-bye, my love; good-bye!" At thi point the tory b comes
spectral again, moves steadily to the right, comp! ting the Z.
In thi last section the "Moonlight l\.Iaid" vanLhc , and though
carefully sought, is not een again. After breakfast, next morning, the uncle carrie his youthful kin man into the old family
picture gallery. As they pa s along, Gerald see the portrait
of the girl whom he ha ju t come to love. He learn , upon
inquiry, that she lived back in the fourteenth century, and that,
being crazy, she had been impri. oned in that room. urpri ed
and grieved, the youth picks up his dog, and throw him through
the canvass. See how the emotions are reversed. Fir t, the
girl is a spirit, illusive as a moonbeam, and then she becomes a
woman, capable of capturing the heart of a red-blooded man.
At last he goes up, like a mist, from the earth, and is een to be
the restle
pirit of a crazy girl, dead now for some hundreds of
years. The story, though tenuous in places and impo sible at
times, is, neverthele s, told so simply, and with such sincerity,
that it seems not only possible, but quite real.
The magazine contains also two es ays. "Th Failure of
The Hague" promises more in title than it gives in sub tance.
Again, "The Lighting System at the Exposition," though of
interest, is not unified. The first three paragraphs do not lead
to the subject in question. Again, the paragraph (page 33) on
the Foresty Department, is entirely irrelevant. Notice, further-
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mor , that the two paragr:1ph at the bottom of this same page,
apply the arc light to moving picture , and the Die. cl engine to
battle hip . Of cour e, this ·how the wonderful development
of electricity and of ga a a motive power, but it does not give
u a clearer conception of th lighting .y tern at the Expo ·ition.
To um up, thi ei-;ay i a collection of inher ntly relat d facts,
but the e fact ar not well organized, nor clearly unified.
The oration, "The Danger of the Peace l\lovement," tands
with "The :Moonlight !aid" in point of careful preparation.
The peakcr' philo opby i "Education mu t come before arbitration."
La tly, we come to the poems. We pa "An Evening Song"
and "To Her" without comment. In "Friend.," however,
we ee friendship ymbolically set forth in the life and death of
two pine tree . It central truth i" the steadfastness of friendship through truggle and triumph , and even to the final di -olution-death.
We are glad to note the arrival of the following periodicals:
The University of Virginia Magazine, The Blue and Buff, The
X-Ray The Ouachita Ripples, The Georgetown College Journal,
The Canisius ill onthly 1 The Georgetonian, 1'ale Literary .~Iagazine,
The Wake Forest Student, The John 111arshall Record, The Chronicle,
The Record, The Washington-Jeffersonian, The .Missile.
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DIETZ,

EDITORIAL.
About eight years ago, acting with the authority of and
upon the instructions from the Board of Trustees of Richmond
College, a campaign was launched for
THE Co-Eo.
the raising of a fund known as the
ScIIoLARSHIP
FUND. "Woman's College and Endowment
Fund." The use to which this fund
was put is witnessed in the result- the present site and equipment
of Greater Richmond College. It enabled the College to move
to a larger and more pretentious location, and, in addition, to
incorporate under the enlarged system the Woman's College,
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which ha come to be known as We thampton College for Young
Women.
At the time that thi campaign was launched there were
in attendance upon Richmond College about twenty young
women. One of the m thod of pledging to the fund was by
mean of cholar ·hips- 1,000.00 the cholarship. The e twenty
young women accordingly pleclgeclthem elvc to rai e 1,000.00.
All pledges were uppo cd to be in the hands of the treasurer
of Richmond College in five years from the date promi ed. This
particular cholar ·hip Fund wa to be known a the Co-Ed.
cholar hip Fun<l, and the "co-ed ., 'a we were then, each year
were to make themselve re ponsible for the payment of this
money.
The e few fact are now before us. The time in which thi
money ·wa to be paid wa five years. In 1914 the five years wa
up. In 1914, likewise, the young women attending Richmond
College cca cd to be "co-eds.," but became whole creatures
in our own We thampton ollege. However, our obligation did
not cea e, nor will it cease until the cla who entered Richmond
the ColCollege in 1913-1!)14 a Fre hmen-"co-eds."-leave
lege in 1917 a graduates of the Greater Richmond College.
The se sion of 1913-1914-the last ession as full-fledged
"co-eds.," found to our credit on the treasurer's book, 731.96268.04 yet to be rai ed. At the clo c of the ession 1914-1915
our credit stood 836.50-$163.50 yet to be raised. Speaking
from the standpoint of moral obligations, the sessions 1915-'161916-'17 must show the entire payment of the 1,000.
The two methods which have been employed for the rai ing
of thi money have been: Fir t, the payment of small sums from
year to year by individual alumnro; and, second, the giving of
lawn parties, entertainment , and such like, by the students during the sc sion. Both of these methods take time-in fact, it
always takes time when people are thinking of parting with their
money. The principal drawback, however, lies in the fact that
never will the many do their part, and the burden will likely fall
on the few.
Mention bas been made of the fact that our written agreement closed in 1914, when the women students ceased to be
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"co-ed .," and that our moral obligation clo
in 1917, when
the la t la of wom n stud nt enrolled in old Richmond oil ge
hall graduate. Right in the mid t of the t~·o, an emergency,
or ometbing of the like, ha ari n. B ginning with the early
pring month of 1916,Greater Richmond College launche another
campaign for 1,000,000.00
The point is this: hall we allmYthi campaign to be launched
while we still have on our hand the re ponsibility of clo ing a
payment of money pledged to the old campaign. Th r are about
one hundred alumnre who have gone from the College since the
Co-Ed. cholar hip Fund wa pledged. At pre ent there are
about twenty-five girls in College who attend d the ollcge a
''co-eds." This leaves omething like seventy-five girls in
We thampton
ollege who have no connection with nor any
interest in the cholarsbip Fund. Could not the e one hundred
and twenty-five who are interested, and the e seventy who have
no particular interest ave that of the College in general, all
make their interest one, and endeavor, with all their will, to get
the debt of $163.50 off our boulders, and thus be ready with our
intere t and material aid to undertake the new campaign for
one million dollars'?
Just a word in regard to this campaign, in the form of a few
general facts, and one or two thoughts about the relation to
Westbampton Coll ge.
THE MILLION
As has been stated, the campaign
DOLLAR
CAMPAIGN
.
will be opened formally, as it were, in
the early spring months of 1916. One
million dollars seems big. It i a big ta. k, but it means big
results. About one-third of the million will be used for buildings,
and for necessary material equipment; the remaining two-thirds
for the enlargement of the endowment fund.
While both phases are of great interest to us all, it is with
peculiar interest that Westhampton College look. to the first.
Not at all do we expect that with the first funds Westhampton
College will be especially blessed, but, as optimism is the boon
of all human-kind, we can't help but feel that interest and money
will grow until, in the near future, Westhampton College will
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have add d to her pre ent group of buildings a large, commodiou , w 11-equipped tudcnt ·' building, a building given over
to the int rest of college life; a large assembly room or auditorium, variou room for th m ting of the several clubs and
societie , and, if a eparate gymnasium building is not practicable,
al o a larg , thoroughly-equipped room to be given over entirely
to the int rest of athletic .
There are, indeed, many, many ways that flock to our minds
in which tbi money could b effectually used. The principal
object now, however, i to get the money.
Will not every girl bear in her mind when he goe home for
ampaign;
holiday thi gr at l\Iillion Dollar
hri tma
her
realize what it will mean to her ollege; talk about it, and thus
be in.flu ntial in getting some to pledge a liberal amount toward
the enlargement and the betterment of Greater Richmond College.
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Ethel Smither, '15.

Thi month wc wi h to bring to your attention two matter
which we feel arc of p cial importanc to all alumnre.
The fir t of the e matt r i that of cla reunion .
By cla reunions we mean not the formal reunion at ommcncement time, but frequent ocial gathering of the various
classes from time to time during the year. Alway: at these
meeting old friend hip are renewed, old cene called to mind,
and our minds are gladdened by much wit of the type we exchanged during undergraduate times. To tho e of u who feel
sometimes a if our faith in the gooclne s of thing was slowly
decrea ing, these meetings will ever b a ource of ren wed intere t.
The cla s of 1915 ha in tituted the cu tom of meeting monthly with some member of the cla s. The e reunions have proved
a source of joy already. Once we have bad the plea ure of meeting
with a member of the clas of 1916, the connecting link between
alumnre and College, somehow we always feel as if the old spirit
of the College bad come back to us, as if alma mater had taken
u back again. We realize that our work for her is not done,
and that no loyal alumna is ever a "ha been," that her influence
may always be what she will it to be. And, becau e cla s reunions make such a feeling arise within us, we commend them
heartily to all alumnre.
The second matter which we wish to bring before you is
the Christmas meeting of the AJurnnre Association. Heretofore
we feel that Christmas jollity has eclipsed the importance of this
meeting. We beg that tbi year this ·will not be true. Notice
of the meeting will be inserted in the daily papers and in the
College weekly. We beg that all will come.
Last, but not least, do not forget the alumnre Christmas
table. We are counting on your support in this.

EXCHANGES.
Emily Gardner, '18.
The October number of The Acorn, Meredith College's
literary magazine, contained a predominating c:;;say on "Negro
outh." The writer had
Education in the
from variou source ,
material
The Acorn. gathered much
put it together, and handled it in an exceedingly
interesting a well as in tructive tyle. The progress of the
ncgro' education in the South wa traced, many statistics were
used, and then the coure , both indu trial and academic, were
spoken of. The needs of the negro were di cussed. The worth
of thi e ay wa atte . ted by the statement at the beginning
that the Carter-Upchurch medal had been awarded its author.
"Come Early and Avoid the Ruh" wa an amusing account of
man
a rather common occurrence, a train flirtation-helpless
vs. woman's stratagem. May we, in all good will, say a few
thing ? Do you not think that that es,ay required a proper
amount of upport? In a play one is not safo,fied that the leading
actor be the only good member of the caste. We must have a
good company to make the desired impression. One's expectations cannot be raised too high and fall, without causing a clisagreeable sensation. May we say, then, if you have one writer
who can write a good essay, you have others who can write good
stories, or compose good poetry. Get busy!
The two essays of The Bessie Tift Journal were good. "Wild
Flowers of Song" told of the increasing research for old folksongs, and the importance-or probably it were
to them.
better to say, the sentiment-attached
The
Bessie Tift
The various folk-songs of different countries
were mentioned, and their characteristics shown,
Journal.
among them our own dearly-beloved negro
lullabies. The other essay, "Lest We Forget," deals with the
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act:,; which , · find

Iv . doing
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It wa.' written in a fr e, natural ,'tyl point cl,hut.: ftc,ned

Olll"

C\'

behind a volle of jc. t-a writable sugnr-c· ated pill. Th onv<>r:ation in "Two 'OIT r Arc pt rel' wa.' w 11mnnag d. It i.
difficult to employ v ry-day com· r:ation 'lit raryily" with ut
b ing "tiff and formal in ,niting.
The be. t f aturc . of The Vassar Mi ccllany Jlonthly were
ir,."
two :;hort tori .-, "Full ~!ensure" and "The Hearth
fir 't
Icarnre," writt n in th
"Full
p r ·on, wa of the t ·p of tory which
The
holds on ', intcre ·t to the nd, , ith no
Vassar Miscellany
particle of suppo ition a. to the actual
Monthly.
conclu.ion which th writ r had in mind.
The key-note was "Every man ·hould have a. much .:uff ring in
thi lif a. he cau e ." The time wa. in one day, in th ame
place, and y t, without being confu..: cl, one wa able to catrh a
glimpse of fifteen y ars in a f w pages. The writ r' vocabulary
wa good. "The Hearth Fire," ·written in diary form, cl cribed
the . trugglc. of a girl, with th idea. of f mini:m branded in her
oul, against love for a man who, a she conf . . e , mal-e~ one f el
a if he were a "hearth fir ." F mini ·m win.. Th po m WC'TC
exceptionally fine. The Alumnro Department occupi d on -half
of th magazine. I it b t to liv on one', r putation? Live
in the present. You have plenty of material at college. Why
not u e more of that. Even then there would be pace enough
for the alumnre. We wi h the e ays were a good a the stories.
In the October number there was not one e ay.

